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The square footage estimate, in addition to the objectives letter itself, should be enough for a 
builder to give you a rough idea of the cost of construction (probably expressed as so many 
dollars per square foot). Of course, any estimate made before a plan is available will be very 

preliminary, but we highly recommend that you verify with a builder that your objectives are 
at least in the ballpark. We are an architectural firm (not a construction company) and can 
only make rough, educated guesses at the cost of construction. Therefore, it is generally our 
policy to draw what you want, not necessarily what you can afford. Principal designers will 
often try to guide your choices in directions that he believes will keep construction costs within 
your budget, but it is ultimately your responsibility to get preliminary estimates from builders 
to ensure that the design is on the right track. 

Cost of Objectives and Square Footage Estimate 

The charge for the initial meeting and for the time spent by the principal designer in preparing 
the initial objectives letter and square footage estimate is $550. You will receive an invoice for 
this service upon receipt of the objectives letter. This is not a retainer fee. 

Revisions to the Objectives 

It is not uncommon for clients to decide to make changes to their objectives after they see 
them laid out in the objectives letter. These changes may take the form of additions or 
modifications to the features or style of the house, or they might be deletions from the 
objectives in order to reduce the square footage. While there is a charge for time spent with a 
principal designer to revise the objectives, it is important to work out any questions or doubts 
about the objectives early in the design process because modifications to the plans later are 
much more time consuming (and likewise more costly). 

If your revisions to the objectives affect the square footage of the house, it is usually advisable 
to have the square footage estimate re-calculated. There is a charge of $95.00 for every re
calculation of square footage (see the rates and fee schedule for details). 
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RATE & FEE SCHEDULE 

Total architectural fees are, typically, about 1% of the total co11structio11 cost of the new home. 

Hourly Rates 

Principal Designer 

$95. 00 per hour 

Prints 

Bond (24"x36") 

$2.50 per sheet 

Bond (30"x42") 

$3. 00 per sheet 

Bond (11 "xl 7") 

$1. 00 per sheet 

Vellum 

$4.50 per sheet 

Miscellaneous Fees 

Initial Meeting, Objectives Letter, and Square Footage Report 
$550.00 

Revised Square Footage Report 

$95. 00 per re-calculation 
(plus meeting time will be charged at our hourly rate) 

Shipping and Freight 

Cost + 10% 

Subcontract Design Work 

Subcontractor's Fee + 10% 

Reimbursable Travel Expenses 
(outside of Evansville area) 

Cost+ 10% 
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